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President Obama’s goal of graduating five million more Americans by 2020 and regaining our
former place in the world as a leader in higher education attainment will be a challenge to all
educators. To achieve the nation’s educational and economic goals, he points to two-year colleges as
the cornerstone to achieving this transformation. The Wisconsin Growth Agenda anticipated the
President’s charge by seeking to raise the level of baccalaureate attainment among its residents, and
identified the improvement of transfer rates as a key strategy toward achieving that goal. As part of
its efforts to improve collegiate transfer for students of color, the University of Wisconsin System
(UWS) collaborated with the University of Southern California’s Center for Urban Education and the
Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS) in the Wisconsin Transfer Equity Study.
The impetus for the Wisconsin Transfer Equity Study arose from findings that emerged from
using the Equity Scorecard™, an ongoing initiative designed by the Center to identify and close
achievement gaps for historically underrepresented students. The Wisconsin Transfer Equity Study
seeks to enhance equity, or parity in outcomes, between students of color and their white peers in
transfer and baccalaureate attainment. UWS and WTCS have been working at the system and
institutional levels to identify and address barriers to transfer for students of color in their programs,
practices, and policies. From Fall 2008-Fall 2010, a team of system level administrators representing
UWS and WTCS studied ways in which policy could be enhanced to promote transfer for more
students of color. The system team created a number of work groups to focus on specific areas of
concern. In Spring 2010, teams of faculty and staff at UW-Milwaukee, UW-Oshkosh, UW-Sheboygan,
Milwaukee Area Technical College, and Fox Valley Technical College joined the study to provide
institutional representation and identify choke points or barriers in the transfer pathway within an
institution or between institutions. The work conducted at the system and institutional levels have
provided insights into the interventions needed to enhance transfer—at the level of the classroom,
department, institution and inter-institution.
The Wisconsin Transfer Equity Study is unique for a number of reasons. First, we holistically
examined the challenge of low transfer rates for students of color from a system policy perspective as
well as a campus practice perspective. Second, this study enabled Wisconsin to demonstrate that it
uses data and creates research-informed policies and practices, in keeping with the goals of President
Obama’s American Graduation Initiative. Third, this study addresses the timely issue of transfer for
students who enroll in WTCS institutions. Our findings demonstrate that students of color are more
likely to enter technical colleges in Wisconsin, and as a result, may experience greater structural
challenges to entering traditional baccalaureate programs.
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Major Goals of This Report
The intent of this report is to:
Develop and implement targeted strategies to close the long-standing gap in transfer and
baccalaureate attainment between white students and African American, Latino/a, American
Indian and Southeast Asian students;
Facilitate the establishment of “equity benchmarks” to track progress toward achieving
transfer equity at the system level and for individual campuses using CUE’s Benchmarking
Student Success and Equity Tool™ (BESST); and
Create an organizational culture marked by shared responsibility for outcomes of students of
color.
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What Has Been Learned at the System Level
The system team has been conferring regularly since Fall 2008. Its major activities to date have
included a review of quantitative data, a multi-state transfer policy audit, and a survey of transfer
practices, policies, and programs administered to transfer professionals in UWS and WTCS. Two subcommittees on accountability and transfer policy also engaged in inquiry around transfer
accountability and articulation for technical programs, respectively. This section of the report provides
a brief overview of the transfer challenge faced by Wisconsin and shares findings made by the system
team from its inquiry activities.
Using the Benchmarking for Equity and Student Success Tool (BESST)
The system team used a tool developed by CUE called the Benchmarking Equity and Student
Success Tool™ (BESST) to track outcomes for transfer students entering UW four-year institutions over
time. The tool is designed to track students through key curricular milestones and finally, to
graduation. The system team determined the milestones to track:
Starting Cohort
of Transfer
Students in
Fall 2002

Milestone 1:
Progression to
One Class Level
in Fall 2003

Milestone 2:
Progression to
Subsequent
Class Level
in Fall 2004

Milestone 3:
Graduation with
Bachelor’s
Degree by
Fall 2008

These milestones were designed to accommodate transfer students entering UW four-year
institutions with differing numbers of completed credits under their belt. For example, transfer
students may enter four-year institutions with enough credits to have freshman, sophomore, or junior
status. The system team used class standing as a rough gauge of progress towards the bachelor’s
degree, recognizing that institutions have specific distribution requirements for degrees and majors.
The system team also tried to accommodate the needs of students who require additional time to
complete credits and attain their degrees by spreading the milestones apart. The total time horizon
represented in the model, from entering as transfer students to graduating with bachelor’s degrees, is
six years. Students who progressed one class level or graduated were counted in each milestone. For a
full description of the data definitions and the complete data tables, please refer to the appendix. In
the discussion of selected findings from the BESST™ that follows, please note that all figures are
rounded up.
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WTCS Sends More Transfer Students of Color
In Fall 2002, the UW Colleges sent 23 percent more transfer students than WTCS to UW fouryear institutions overall (1,611 students from UWC and 1,312 students from WTCS). However, WTCS
sent more than double the number of students of color (n=159) compared to the UW Colleges (n=65).
This trend was particularly pronounced for African-American, Latino/a, and Native American students,
as demonstrated by the ratios given below. While the UW four-year institutions have historically had
strong transfer relationships with the UW Colleges (UWC), we see that enhancing the transfer
partnership with WTCS is also important for UWS to meet its goal to diversify its student body.
For every one African American student transferring from UWC, eight African American
students transferred from WTCS
For every one Latino/a student transferring from UWC, two Latino/a students transferred from
WTCS
For every one Native American students transferring from UWC, two Native American students
transferred from WTCS
Too Few Transfer Students Earn Bachelor’s Degrees
Among all students from WTCS and UWC who transferred to UW four-year institutions in Fall
2002, one-fifth attained the curricular milestones and graduated with a bachelor’s degree by Fall
2008. Students of color represent eight percent of the entering transfer students, but only five
percent of the transfer students who graduate. The “cohort graduation rate” for underrepresented
populations ranges from a low of five percent for African American transfer students to a relative high
of 22 percent for Native American transfer students. The rates for Southeast Asian (8 percent) and
Latino/a (10 percent) are also low. Differences in the success experienced by transfer students of color
emerge by sending institution. Seventeen percent of transfer students of color from the UWC attain
the curricular milestones and bachelor’s degree, while ten percent of transfer students of color from
the WTCS do the same.
Transfer Students of Color Experience a Curricular “Hump”
An interesting trend emerges when comparing the level of success transfer students
experience within each curricular milestone. More than half the entering transfer students attain the
first milestone. Disaggregated by race/ethnicity and sending institution, at least one-third of students
in each group succeed in Milestone 1 (i.e., at least one-third of African American students from WTCS
or UWC and so on attain the first milestone.) In the second milestone, students experience the lowest
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success rate, representing a hump in students’ trajectories as they work to attain their bachelor’s
degrees. This trend holds true across all racial/ethnic groups, regardless of whether students are from
WTCS or UWC. (The exception is Native American students from UWC, who experience the lowest
success in the first milestone.) Students experience the greatest success in the third and final
milestone. Again, this trend holds true across all racial/ethnic groups and sending institutions. (The
exception is African American students from UWC – this group of students experiences the greatest
rate of success in the first milestone.) Collectively, these figures suggest that students experience the
greatest challenge in the second milestone, and those who get past this milestone are very likely to
graduate.
Transfer Maps Tell a Troubling Story
Our “transfer maps” (figures 1 and 2 are representative examples) provided the system team with
a snapshot of transfer pathways at the institution-level for students of color. The maps show that
“transfer paths” are not as numerous or robust for students of color compared to their white peers
across all two- and four-year public institutions in Wisconsin. In this context, “transfer paths” refer to
the arrows on the map depicting transfer movement between institutions. When we compare
transfer paths available to students of color and white students, we see that more transfer paths are
available to white students. For example, at least one white student transferred from Milwaukee Area
Technical College to UW-Madison, UW-Eau Claire, UW-River Falls, UW-Platteville, UW-Stevens Point,
and UW-Green Bay, while no students of color transferred to these institutions at all. For those
transfer paths that exist for both white students and students of color, we see that fewer students of
color transfer than their white peers. For example, 13 white students transferred from Milwaukee
Area Technical College to UW-Parkside, but only 1 African American student and 1 Latino/a student
transferred to the same institution. Finally, the transfer maps show that students of color are more
willing to move geographically for transfer than many assume. Other data analyses indicate that
transfer students of color are underrepresented, given their enrollment at the sending institution, and
that students of color who transfer into four-year institutions are less likely to graduate with
baccalaureate degrees. Transfer maps for all University of Wisconsin System institutions and
Wisconsin Technical Colleges are available online at:
http://cue.usc.edu/projects/wi/transfer_maps.html
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UW Four Year University
UW College

Superior

Wisconsin Technical College District
Wisconsin Technical College District
that offers a liberal arts program
1-5 Transfer Students
6-10 Transfer Students
11+ Transfer Students
Nicolet
Area

Wisconsin Indianhead

STO: 1 AA
1 HL
River Falls

Barron County
Stout

Marinette
Northcentral
Chippewa Valley Marathon County Northeast
Wisconsin
Marshfield /
Eau Claire Wood County
Stevens Point
Green Bay
Midstate

La Crosse

AA: African American students
HL: Hispanic/Latino students
AI: American Indian students
SEA: Southeast Asian students
OA: Other Asian students

Fox Valley

OSH: 4 AA
1 AI
1 SEA

Fox Valley
Manitowoc
Oshkosh
Moraine Park
Sheboygan
Western
Fond du Lac
Lakeshore
Baraboo /
MIL: 45 AA
Washington County
Sauk County
11 HL
Richland
Madison Area
Milwaukee Area
1 AI
Waukesha County
3 SEA
Southwest
Milwaukee
5 OA
Waukesha
Wisconsin
Madison
Whitewater
Platteville

Blackhawk

WTW: 2 AA
1HL 2 AI 1 OA

Gateway
Rock County

Parkside

PKS: 1 AA
1 HL

Fig. 1. Transfer pathways for students of color from Milwaukee Area Technical College to
UW four-year universities in Fall 2008 (Source: UW System Administration Office of Policy
Analysis and Research)
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UW Four Year University
UW College

Superior

Wisconsin Technical College Distric
Wisconsin Technical College Distric
that offers a liberal arts program
1-5 Transfer Students
6-10 Transfer Students
11+ Transfer Students
Nicolet
Area

Wisconsin Indianhead
Barron County
STO: 10 W Stout
River Falls
RVF: 1 W

Marinette
Northcentral
Chippewa Valley Marathon County Northeast
Wisconsin
Marshfield /
Eau Claire Wood County
Stevens Point

EAU: 2 W

La Crosse

W: White Students

GBY: 3 W
STP: 3 W Green Bay
OSH: 7 W
Midstate
Fox Valley
Fox Valley
Manitowoc
Oshkosh
Moraine Park
Sheboygan
Western
Fond du Lac
Lakeshore
Baraboo /
Washington County
Sauk
County
Richland
Madison Area
Milwaukee Area
Waukesha County
Southwest
Milwaukee
MIL: 120 W
Waukesha
Wisconsin
Madison
Whitewater
Platteville

Blackhawk

PLT: 1 W
MSN: 1 W

Gateway
Rock County

Parkside
PKS: 13 W

WTW: 8 W

Fig. 2. Transfer pathways for white students from Milwaukee Area Technical College to UW
four-year institutions in Fall 2008 (Source: UW System Administration Office of Policy
Analysis and Research)
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Too Little Transfer Accountability
UWS and WTCS have a complex set of policies associated with transfer, including articulation
requirements, transfer support services, accountability, communications, etc. We compared transfer
policy elements and transfer accountability metrics for UWS and WTCS against those in place for
public postsecondary systems in California, Florida, Michigan, Minnesota, Texas, and
Washington(many of these states participate in Access to Success, an initiative in which UWS is also a
participant).
Our multi-state transfer policy scan indicates that Wisconsin has several strengths to be proud of
in its transfer policy, especially its online resource for students, the Transfer Information System (TIS).
However, transfer accountability needs to be improved. For example, the UWS system accountability
report currently includes a hyperlink to a transfer informational memorandum in the “More to
Explore” section of the main report but otherwise does not systematically report on transfer. In
addition, WTCS has no transfer indicators in its post-graduation survey; and indicators relevant to
transfer accountability for students of color are scattered among the various informational
memoranda and data reports published by UWS and WTCS. When considering our goals as a system
and a state, as well as what has been done in peer postsecondary systems, it is important to have
more robust and focused monitoring of indicators relating to transfer equity in our key accountability
documents to ensure that the transfer experiences of students of color receive attention and that
improvements can be tracked on an annual basis.
Creating a “Transfer-Centric” Culture
Results from an electronic survey of 250+ faculty and administrators at two- and four-year
institutions with a role in transfer showed that institutional responsibility for transfer students of color
was not highly visible. The most commonly reported reasons for low transfer outcomes experienced
by students of color tended to focus on deficits attributed to the student (e.g. “outside
commitments”) instead of institutional ineffectiveness in enabling transfer (e.g. “insufficient support
through transfer process”).
The survey also showed that the role and visibility for staff positions known as transfer advocates
need to be restructured to proactively serve transfer students and students of color. The “transfer
advocate” position was created to provide students with an additional resource as they navigate the
transfer process, but the electronic survey results revealed problems with the manner in which they
operate and are perceived. Less than two-thirds of all respondents (who are transfer or related
professionals) were aware of that position. Half of the respondents who attempted to name the
transfer advocate either confused the transfer contact person for the transfer advocate, or believed a
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colleague to be a transfer advocate when s/he was not. Less than half of the respondents said that
they referred students to the transfer advocate. Among those who identified themselves as transfer
advocates, half reported having a student referred to them. Finally, the transfer advocates described
their role in a manner that seemed to be “reactive” rather than “proactive”; i.e., they answered
questions from students as they came in, instead of taking an advocate’s stance by organizing
outreach efforts or expanding mentoring or other support resources for students. Collectively, the
findings suggest that the transfer advocates at UWS and WTCS are under-utilized and not very visible.
The survey results indicated that articulation between technical/occupational and baccalaureate
programs needs to be strengthened to prevent unnecessary loss of credits, which represent a loss of
time and money for the students and may discourage them from seeking transfer to obtain
bachelor’s degrees. The findings also indicate that students who transfer out are currently seen as
“failures,” not “successes” for two- and four-year institutions because no mechanism exists to track
whether students have merely withdrawn or have subsequently enrolled in a baccalaureate program.
In other words, transfer-outs are currently seen as contributing to attrition, not retention within and
graduation from Wisconsin public higher education. We hope to mitigate this perception by devising
accountability metrics that fully acknowledge the contributions of sending institutions in the overall
baccalaureate attainment rate.
Looking Closely at Articulation
A major theme that emerged in the survey for WTCS transfer professionals is the limited number
of technical credits that transfer and apply toward baccalaureate degrees at UW four-year
institutions. Additionally, a limited number of technical colleges are statutorily permitted to offer
traditional collegiate transfer liberal arts curricula leading to associate of arts or science degrees; the
majority of the technical colleges can only offer applied associate degree and certificate programs
with a technical/occupational focus. The applied associate degree programs primarily consist of
technical/occupational courses and some general education (GE) requirements. Typically, the GE
courses in these applied associate degree programs transfer, but the technical courses do not. As a
result, technical college students who transfer to UW institutions typically do not enter with junior
status, further delaying time to degree attainment. It seems that technical students are deterred from
attempting to transfer to UW institutions because of the loss of units and time. The survey also
revealed that the main transfer partners for the technical colleges were private institutions that grant
credit for technical courses. It appeared that technical students were willing to pay the higher private
tuition cost because their time to degree attainment was shorter. The transfer policy sub-committee
collected information on models for articulation between applied associate degree and accredited
bachelor’s degree programs in public institutions in the states of Georgia, Ohio, Minnesota, South
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Carolina, Texas and Washington. This activity generated dialogue about how to ensure that technical
students do not lose credits or time to degree upon transfer to UW institutions.

What Has Been Learned at the Campus Level
Developmental Education Needs to be Strengthened
Using the BESST™, UW-Sheboygan learned that African American, Latino, and Southeast Asian
students are more likely to start their college careers in developmental education courses, and as a
consequence, are less likely to accumulate college-level credits and transfer. They looked closely at
the culture of developmental education classrooms through a syllabus reflection activity in which
syllabi were treated as artifacts of the classroom experience, communicating the instructors’ attitudes
towards students, teaching philosophy, and classroom culture. The evidence team members found
that the syllabi tended to be authoritarian and punitive in tone—lacking in information about
resources or supports from the instructor or the campus and lacking a clear sequencing of activities or
a calendar of activities to enable students to plan their schedules accordingly. The campus evidence
team members also noticed a difference in tone by department, with mathematics syllabi tending to
be more minimalist than English department syllabi. As a result of these findings, the campus
evidence team will recommend goals based on the BESST™ to be adopted by campus leadership to
improve outcomes for students in developmental education by race/ethnicity. The campus evidence
team will also encourage the campus committee for faculty development to organize professional
development workshops specifically around teaching strategies for students of color in developmental
education and creating syllabi that serve as learning and support resources for students.
Recruitment and Enrollment for Transfer Students of Color Need Attention
Among the UW four-year institutions, UW-Oshkosh (UWO) receives the greatest number of
transfer students. However, after using the BESST™, the UWO campus evidence team discovered that
their incoming transfer population was overwhelmingly white. To investigate why their campus was
not bringing in more transfer students of color, the campus evidence team interviewed practitioners
in the admissions office to learn more about recruitment practices for transfer students of color. They
also interviewed transfer students of color to get their perspective on the transfer admission process
and their experiences to date at UW-Oshkosh. The campus evidence team learned that the admissions
office had a robust and integrated strategy to recruit first-year students of color but had not devoted
the same level of attention to recruiting transfer students of color. While transfer enrollment is an
important part of the campus’s enrollment management strategy, it had not been used as part of
UWO’s efforts to diversify its student population. Representatives from the inquiry team are now in
conversation with the enrollment management team to implement recommendations to strengthen
transfer recruitment for students of color. Furthermore, the campus evidence team will demonstrate
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to the campus enrollment management team how to use the BESST™ and initiate dialogue on
adopting goals to recruit and retain more transfer students of color.
UW-Milwaukee (UWM) conducted focus groups with students from Milwaukee Area Technical
College (MATC) and found that information gaps affected students’ transition from MATC to UWM.
UWM and MATC serve significant populations of students of color and already have a strong transfer
relationship with each other; but the MATC students who transfer are disproportionately more likely
to be white. As a result, UWM and MATC will focus on ensuring that more students of color benefit
from the transfer partnership. The two campuses are engaged in discussions to open a joint office for
transfer students that will be staffed by professionals from both campuses and be located at MATC.
UWM will also revise its matriculation and orientation services to better meet the needs of incoming
transfer students of color.
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System Team Recommendations
Based on findings from its inquiry activities, the system team recommends the implementation of the
following steps —
Strengthen Transfer Accountability Reporting
The key accountability instruments for UWS and WTCS include the UWS System Accountability
Report and the WTCS Post-Graduation Survey. The readership for these documents includes
governance boards and/or legislators. As discussed previously, indicators relevant for transfer equity
are not adequately captured in these accountability instruments. The system team recommends that
transfer indicators be jointly developed for both UWS and WTCS institutions and that the indicators be
included in key accountability instruments. Indicators could be designed to track the number and/or
percentage of students who transfer from the UW colleges and technical colleges into the UW fouryear institutions; transfer enrollment of students at the UW four-year institutions; and graduation
outcomes for incoming transfer students from the UW four-year institutions. All indicators would
need to be disaggregated by race/ethnicity.
Set Intra-System “Equity Benchmarks” for Transfer
The system team recognizes that accountability and performance benchmarks for transfer go
hand-in-hand, and are interested in adopting “equity benchmarks” to track progress towards
achieving transfer equity, or parity, in transfer outcomes. As such, the system team recommends that
clear transfer-out and transfer- enrollment goals be set for students of color from the technical
colleges entering the UW four-year institutions. These goals should be jointly developed and adopted
for the system and campus levels using CUE’s Benchmarking for Equity and Student Success Tool™
(BESST). The transfer goals for UWS would strive to meet the Wisconsin Growth Agenda, a larger
effort to raise the number of college graduates, especially for “populations of opportunity”.
Strengthen Articulation for Technical Programs
As a result of findings from the study, as well as dialogue between administrators on the system
team, UWS and WTCS hope to increase articulation and degree completion programs for students in
technical/occupational programs so that they can transfer with junior status wherever appropriate.
Technical programs serving a critical mass of students of color should be targeted first as part of this
large-scale articulation effort. The new articulation initiative would involve faculty and staff from the
two- and four-year institutions. The system team hopes to replicate the inquiry model used in the
Wisconsin Transfer Equity Study by letting committee members engage in a transcript study to see
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how technical credits are currently transferring and applying towards baccalaureate degrees to
generate buy-in for the need to expand articulation with the technical colleges.
Extend Transfer Process Accommodations to WTCS Students
The UWS Board of Regents has crafted “principles of accommodation for transfer” as part of its
system transfer policy. These principles currently apply only to students transferring from the UW
Colleges to the UW four-year institutions. The principles include: waiver of transfer application fee;
acceptance of as many transferable credits as are pertinent to the students’ new curriculum and the
institution's graduation requirements, with maximum recognition given to transfer students in
satisfying requirements at the receiving institution; and application of academic policies and
procedures to continuing and UW System transfer students in a similar manner (e.g., transfer students
admitted to the institution may register with similar priority as continuing students). The system
evidence team suggests that procedures be developed to have the Board of Regents revise its policy
so that the principles of accommodation for transfer will be extended to WTCS students. This is a
significant policy change for symbolic as well as practical reasons. Symbolically, it shows that UWS
welcomes technical students—who are more likely to be students of color—to pursue their
baccalaureate degree at UW four-year institutions. It also provides evidence of a strong and close
partnership between UWS and WTCS in ensuring that transfer is a robust pathway to expanded
baccalaureate access for populations of color in Wisconsin. From a practical perspective, having the
accommodations in place will encourage technical students of color to apply for transfer, as the cost
barrier will have been removed. Their transition experience may potentially be less problematic
because accommodations regarding academic procedures will be extended to them, including
registering at the same time as continuing students. Finally, the new policy will hopefully encourage
faculty and administrators at the UW four-year institutions to take more seriously the need to
improve articulation with technical/occupational programs.
Strengthen the Role and Visibility of Transfer Advocates
Findings from the survey of transfer professionals suggest that the transfer advocates at UWS and
WTCS are under-utilized and not visible to students and other faculty. The system team has discussed
the need to re-conceptualize the role of the transfer advocate so that professionals in this position are
more knowledgeable about the transfer process and will proactively reach out to students of color. In
addition, the team recognized the need to provide more support to the transfer advocate in the form
of professional development opportunities on how to be an effective institutional agent for change.
Joint discussions between UWS and WTCS have already begun to reposition transfer advocates to be
more effective in their roles and responsibilities. A special professional development conference is
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being planned for Fall 2010 to train campus teams of transfer advocates in supporting students of
color and disseminate findings from the Wisconsin Transfer Equity Study system-wide.
Craft Common Legislative and Public Messages about the Study
The system team would like to ensure that UWS and WTCS jointly craft a clear and compelling
message about the work and outcomes arising from participation in the Wisconsin Transfer Equity
Study. This joint message, devised to resonate with multiple audiences, should connect the need for
enhancing transfer and degree attainment for students of color to Wisconsin’s future success as a
state. The message is an opportunity to counter fears about resource competition.
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Technical Appendix
Appendix A: UW College Students Transferring to UW Universities

Ethnicity/
Race

Completion Rate

Starting
Cohort
#

African American

Latino/a

Southeast Asian

Other Asian

Native American

White/
International/
Unknown

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

7

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

18

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

18

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

13

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

9

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

Definitions

#

%

6

#

3
23%

75%
4

3

33%

33%

60%

37%

92%

934
60%

349
23%

61%
1611
61%
Milestone 1:
Students who
progress one class
level in Fall 2003
(that is, from
freshman to
sophomore,
sophomore to junior,
junior to senior)

Source: UWSA Office of Policy Analysis and Research
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33.3%

320
21%

37%
975

23.1%

100%
3

44%

1546

11.1%

60%
5

38%

44%

2
11%

56%
9

11.1%

100%
2

11%

69%

2
11%

22%

69%

14.3%

100%

11%

50%

1

2

9

Cohort
Graduation Rate

#

3.5%

15%

50%

%

2

13
72%

End Point:
Students Who
Graduate from
UW
Universities
50%

29%

72%

Starting
Cohort: #
Entering
as transfer
students
from
UWC in
Fall 2002
(Full- and
part-time)

Milestone 2:
Students Who
Progress to the
Subsequent
Class Level
33%

86%

% to original cohort
All Students

%
86%

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled

Milestone 1:
Students Who
Progress One
Class Level

20.7%

91%
363

23%
Milestone 2:
Students who
progress one
class level from
Fall 2003 to Fall
2004 (that is,
sophomore to
junior, junior to
senior)

331
21%
End Point:
Students who
graduate within 4
years from Fall
2004 from all UW
Universities

20.5%
Cohort graduation
rate: # of students
who graduate by
Fall 2008, divided
by # of students
who entered in Fall
2002

Appendix B: WTCS Students Transferring to UW Universities

Ethnicity/
Race

Completion Rate

Starting
Cohort

#
African American

Latino/a

Southeast Asian

Other Asian

Native American

White/International/
Unknown

All Students

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

57

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

40

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

20

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

24

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

18

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

1153

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

1312

Definitions

Milestone 1:
Students Who
Progress One
Class Level
%

#

33%

%

52%

51%
Milestone 1:
Students who
progress one class
level in Fall 2003
(that is, from
freshman to
sophomore,
sophomore to junior,
junior to senior)

16

242
21%

47%
666

16.7%

83%
293

25%

51%

3
17%

49%
598

25.0%

100%
3

17%

52%

6
25%

33%
9

5.0%

86%
7

29%

50%

1
5%

44%

50%

10.0%

50%
2

16
67%

4
10%

10%

67%

3.5%

67%

25%

40%

2

6

8

#

3.5%

15%

40%

%

Cohort
Graduation Rate

40%

38%
16

40%

End Point:
Students Who
Graduate from
UW
Universities

5
9%

40%

Source: UWSA Office of Policy Analysis and Research

#

26%
19

33%

Starting
Cohort: #
Entering
as transfer
students
from
WTCS in
Fall 2002
(Full- and
part-time)

Milestone 2:
Students Who
Progress to the
Subsequent
Class Level

21.0%

82%
316

24%
Milestone 2:
Students who
progress one
class level from
Fall 2003 to Fall
2004 (that is,
sophomore to
junior, junior to
senior)

258
20%
End Point:
Students who
graduate within 4
years from Fall
2004 from all UW
Universities

19.7%
Cohort graduation
rate: # of students
who graduate by
Fall 2008, divided
by # of students
who entered in Fall
2002

Appendix C: All 2-Year Institution Students Transferring to UW Universities

Ethnicity/
Race

Completion Rate

Starting
Cohort

#
African American

Latino/a

Southeast Asian

Other Asian

Native American

White/International/
Unknown

All Students

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

64

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

58

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

38

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

37

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

27

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

2699

Successful Completion Rate
# of Students Enrolled
% to original cohort

2923

Definitions

Milestone 1:
Students Who
Progress One
Class Level
%

#

39%

%

25

48%

57%

56%
Milestone 1:
Students who
progress one class
level in Fall 2003
(that is, from
freshman to
sophomore,
sophomore to
junior, junior to
senior)

17

562
21%

41%
1641

22.2%

88%
642

24%

56%

6
22%

42%
1532

24.3%

100%
6

22%

57%

9
24%

46%
13

7.9%

75%
12

32%

48%

3
8%

48%
25

10.3%

75%
4

11%

68%

6
10%

24%

68%

4.7%

75%

14%

45%

3

8

17

Cohort
Graduation Rate

#

3.5%

28%

45%

%

7

29
50%

End Point:
Students Who
Graduate from
UW
Universities

43%

11%

50%

Source: UWSA Office of Policy Analysis and Research

#

28%

39%

Starting
Cohort: #
Entering
as transfer
students
from
WTCS and
UWC in
Fall 2002
(Full- and
part-time)

Milestone 2:
Students Who
Progress to the
Subsequent
Class Level

20.8%

87%
679

23%
Milestone 2:
Students who
progress one class
level from Fall
2003 to Fall 2004
(that is,
sophomore to
junior, junior to
senior)

589
20%
End Point:
Students who
graduate within 4
years from Fall
2004 from all UW
Universities

20.2%
Cohort graduation
rate: # of students
who graduate by
Fall 2008, divided
by # of students
who entered in Fall
2002

